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Every manager wonders how to motivate their       
workforce, to give some outside motivation through       
rewards. When executed correctly, rewards have      
the power to increase a workforce’s retention,       
engagement, and performance.  

Increasing retention can save a company millions       
in new hire costs, on-boarding, and acclimation       
times. The level of engagement is also important        
when it comes to seeing employees actively       
involved in helping the business grow by making        
efforts to progress a project, or simply commit to         
executing their role to the best of their abilities. The          
final result is sustained performance. Performance      
measures not only how much an employee is        
trying (i.e., focused effort), but how their aptitude        
and competency is progressing within their job.  

While it is true that most of the motivation to stay           
engaged and increase performance through one’s      
career span is up to the individual, companies can         
do more to increase retention, engagement and       
performance using a combination of reward      
systems. 

No one reward system can solely motivate a        
workforce on its own, but when applied correctly, it         
can vastly improve how an employee views the        
company, and more importantly how they view       
themselves within a company (i.e., a better sense        
of connectedness) which in turn affects almost       
every measurable aspect of productivity.  

 

On Rewards 

Rewards are more than just a trophy or monetary         
gift at the end of a project. Rewards can take on           
the form of well-timed praise, a thoughtful gift,        
opportunities to improve, and so much more. An        
effective reward must always in any circumstance       
be two things: positive and immediate. 

First, a positive reward is giving something to an         
employee that is tied to the task or act you want           
repeated. The Thorndike Effect states that a       
response that produces a favorable situation is       
more likely to occur again in that situation. The         
reason for this could be evolutionary. When we        
expect something positive to happen, we take       
action to acquire a positive result.  

On the other hand, when we expect something        
bad, our instinctual reaction is one that precedes        
the ‘fight’ or ‘flight’ reflex - the ‘freeze’ reflex (i.e.,          
do nothing) which is a common response to        
impending threats. Typically, if we don’t move or        
take action, we don’t get hurt. So when threats         
(e.g., demotions, public shame) are made, they       
don’t encourage action, they hinder it. [1] 

Second, the reward must be Immediate. The       
reward (e.g., praise, money, recognition) must be       
directly followed by the specific behavior you want        
to encourage. In order to be cognitively tied to the          
benefit, the sooner you reward desirable behavior,       
the more likely you are to see that behavior again.  

In a recent study by Cornell researchers Kaitlin        
Woolley and Ayelet Fishbach published in the       
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology [2],       
people who received immediate, frequent rewards      
for completing small tasks reported more interest       
and more enjoyment in their work, compared with        
people who received delayed rewards only given       
out at the end of a long project. 

On Recognition 

Recognition is one of the most effective, and least         
expensive forms of rewards a company could give        
to their employees. Researchers found that      
members of a team project that received       
immediate verbal praise and recognition performed      
significantly and consistently better than those who       
received praise after the project concluded. [2]       
Even as the praise waned through the course of         
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the project, the effect of praise early on persisted         
and members remained more motivated.     
According to one study [3], 82% of employees        
think they haven’t been recognized enough, and it        
would make them consider leaving the company. 

In another study, researchers attempted to      
increase the compliance rate of employees of a        
hospital who were required to sanitize their hands        
before and after leaving a patient’s room. At the         
time, threats and about disease and negative       
consequences were posted throughout the hospital      
but still only yielded a 10% compliance rate. An         
electronic leaderboard was installed in the hallway       
that showed a positive message like ‘good job!’        
every time they washed their hands and showed        
an increase in the shifts cleanliness rate. The        
compliance rate rose to almost 90%. The       
recognition was positive (‘Good Job!’) and      
immediate. (1) While an electronic leaderboard      
might not be realistic for every work place, every         
manager can take away the message of the stark         
comparison between the behaviors produced on      
threats versus behaviors produced by positive      
statements.  

Peer-to-peer (P2P) recognition is also a powerful       
form of reward. An employee’s peers are the        
people they interact with most on a day-to-day        
basis, and socially, have the most effect on a         
person. As opposed to top-down recognition (i.e.,       
praise from a CEO or higher up), P2P recognition         
satisfies the third rung on Maslow’s hierarchy of        
needs, Love/Belonging. Everyone needs to be part       
of a tribe and know that they are valued.  

P2P recognition also is more likely to have the         
crucial ‘immediacy’ effect, for needed for behaviors       
to replicate, since they are likely to be surrounded         
by their peers on a daily basis, as opposed to the           
CEO [4].  

On Incentives 

Another way to encourage above average      
performance is through travel related incentives.      
Employees are motivated by these because they       
(1) have to earn it through excellent performance,        
(2) get recognition from corporate leaders and (3)        
get a chance to network with executives and other         
high performers. Not only does this motivate your        
top achievers, but it also internally strengthens       
your organization, reducing turnover as     

high-achievers get to socialize with people similar       
to them [5] The chance to network with        
decision-makers and feel valued at a high level        
isn’t something that can compare to monetary       
rewards.  

On Competition 

Using competition as an incentive can be tempting,        
especially if you have an ambitious,      
high-performing team. Competition however,    
hasn’t been found to be a statistically significant        
factor in performance [6]. Introduction of a       
competition with an end reward or ‘deadline’ for        
learning or outperforming can be detrimental in the        
long term also. This is because there are 2 main          
modes of learning: Mastery and Performance      
Learning.  

Mastery learning occurs because the participant      
wants to learn, and obtain a new skill. They’re         
motivated to develop a competency in a given        
area(s), while Performance learning is done with       
the intention of outperforming others. According to       
Khou Marayama, at the University of Tokyo, the        
quantity of learning is similar, but the quality is very          
different [6].  

Studies have shown that those motivated to       
outperform (Performance Learning) others had     
better memory scores than those who were       
motivated to only to gain competency for their own         
learning (Mastery) immediately after material was      
studied. However, when tested a week later, the        
results flipped. The Mastery learners had better       
recall of what they had studied.  

Those motivated by outperforming others will      
perform better in the short term. If your team needs          
a burst of motivation and long-term learning isn’t        
the goal - competition might be a good way to          
temporarily improve performance. If your goal is to        
encourage long-term retention of training,     
procedures, or service, it is better to explain to         
your team why the training is (1) necessary, (2)         
important and (3) how it will serve their career.         
This motivation comes from their own      
understanding of the importance of the material.  

On Money 
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Monetary rewards are perhaps the most popular       
way to encourage better performance. Giving your       
employees a financial way to feel appreciated       
appeals to a base sense of security and there are          
ways to make sure the intended effect is fully felt. 

One way is to use the ‘Separate Check’ approach.         
When you’re giving out bonuses, make sure       
they’re in the form of a separate check.        
Psychologically, this differentiates between the     
base, obligatory paycheck, and the extra, ‘prize’       
money. Because the check is separate, the       
employee is more likely to spend it on something         
they normally wouldn’t buy for themselves, thereby       
increasing the impact of the reward. This can apply         
to yearly bonuses, performance bonuses, etc.  

Another approach is Equity. Giving your      
employees equity in the company as a result of         
excellent performance creates a sense of shared       
responsibility for the overall success. The better       
the company does, the better they do. This        
increases loyalty and dedication to the company. 

A Word of Caution 

When it comes to rewards, there is a ‘third rail’ to           
avoid. Employees are sometimes already     
motivated by their own desire to perform well in a          
job or learn for their own benefit (intrinsic        
motivation) as opposed to an outside factor like        
money or status (extrinsic motivation). When      
employees are doing a task they are already        
motivated to do, money can undermine their will to         
complete the task. Essentially reversing the      
intended effect to motivate.  

The main takeaway here is to carefully analyze        
what behaviors need incentivizing, and which ones       
are likely to occur on their own. For example, let’s          
say you have a team that already practices        
cooperation, and communicates effectively if for no       
other reason than to help out and feel appreciated.         
If you start to incentivize that with money, they are          
going to be less likely to want to continue to do           
that. [7] . 

Framework for a Reward System 

In establishing a strategic reward system in your        
company, you should consider three things. 

First, examine the purpose of rewards. Every       
reward system aims to do at least one of the          
following:  

1) Increase retention  

2) Increase engagement 

3) Increase performance 

Second, decide what specific behaviors you want       
to want to reward (keeping in mind the        
undermining effect). 

Lastly, decide which kind of reward you want to         
systematically implement for your purpose(s). See      
Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 - Purpose(s) versus Reward  Type 
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